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Abstract—The emergence of Internet of Things (IoT)
applications and rapid advances in wireless communica-
tion technologies have motivated a paradigm shift in the
development of viable applications such as mobile-Health.
These applications boost the opportunity for ubiquitous
real-time monitoring using different data types such as
Electroencephalography (EEG), Electrocardiography (ECG),
etc. However, many remote monitoring applications require
continuous sensing for different signals and vital signs, which
result in generating large volumes of real time data that
requires to be processed, recorded, and transmitted. Thus,
designing efficient transceivers is crucial to reduce transmis-
sion delay and energy through leveraging data reduction
techniques. In this context, we propose an efficient data-
specific transceiver design that leverages the inherent charac-
teristics of the generated data at the physical layer to reduce
transmitted data size without significant overheads. The goal
is to adaptively reduce the amount of data that needs to be
transmitted in order to efficiently communicate and possibly
store information, while maintaining the required application
Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements. Our results show the
excellent performance of the proposed design in terms of
data reduction gain, signal distortion, low complexity, and
the advantages that it exhibits with respect to state-of-the-
art techniques since we could obtain about 50% compression
ratio at 0% distortion and sample error rate.

Index Terms—EEG signal, mobile-Health system, data
compression, OFDM transceiver, signal decomposition.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid advances in Edge Computing, communication
technologies, Internet of Medical Things (IoMT), and
Big Data have facilitated the development of Mobile-
health (m-health) systems that support gathering, delivery,
and retrieval of healthcare information. M-health systems
leveraging the wide range of mobile technologies (e.g.,
smartphones, tablets, and portable health devices) enable
providing efficient continuous-remote healthcare services,
or known as ubiquitous healthcare [1][2]. M-Health ap-
plications are expected to inspire fundamental transfor-
mations for the healthcare industry toward Healthcare
Industry 4.0 (Health 4.0) [3], especially in pre-hospital
emergency care situations and for geographically remote
areas. The main goal of Health 4.0 is to enable the
automation and personalization of all medical processes
through leveraging medical cyber-physical systems, IoMT,
and Edge/Cloud computing. Health 4.0 allows, on one
hand, patients to monitor their health without the necessity
of visiting the hospital or clinic. On the other hand, the

hospitals/caregivers can provide patients with medical ser-
vices through computerized medical information systems.

Despite these major trends, new challenges have
emerged due to the massive real-time data collected as
part of health monitoring systems. Healthcare applica-
tions require processing and wireless delivery of intensive
data to ensure the quality of healthcare services. This
obviously sets a significant load on the system design
in terms of processing capabilities, storage space, and
power consumption. In addition to that, m-health systems
typically consist of several battery-operated devices that
should run for a long time without replacement, hence
enabling transmission of large volumes of data in such
systems continuously increases the energy consumption
and complexity of radio frequency (RF) transceivers.

To address this shortcoming and meet diverse require-
ments of next-generation wireless networks, and IoMT
applications, different modules of physical layer need
to be optimized so that they can be flexibly configured
based on the technical requirements of each application.
In this context, this paper proposes an efficient EEG-based
transceiver design that maintains application Quality-of-
Service (QoS) requirements (i.e., signal distortion) taking
into consideration the characteristics of the acquired data,
while saving a significant amount of transmitted data. We
argue here that devoting transceiver design to be specific
for a certain type of data (e.g., EEG) is perfectly in
consistence with IoMT devices that mostly acquire one
type of data efficiently (e.g., using Emotiv headset, or
QardioCore wireless Electrocardiography (ECG) monitor).
Hence, leveraging the characteristics of such data at the
physical layer will have positive effects on the costs as
well as on the energy consumption of the RF transceiver.
Herein, we focus on EEG signal, which is the main source
of information on brain electrical activities that play an
important role in the diagnosis of several brain disorders
[4], and have a primary role in Brain Computer Interface
(BCI) applications [5][6]. Thus, our main contributions can
be summarized as follows:

1) Design an efficient EEG-based transceiver that lever-
ages the characteristics of the EEG signals at the
physical layer in order to provide an efficient trans-
mission, while maintaining application level QoS.
Leveraging the exiting orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) transceiver’s components, the



proposed method performs the data compression task
as part of the physical layer, hence leading to an
efficient compression scheme with no significant
overhead.

2) Decompose generated data into multiple streams to
further increase compression ratio through applying
different compression thresholds for each stream,
and discovering the dependency between different
streams.

3) Analytical proof that the applied signal decompo-
sition scheme results in increased optimal lossless
compression ratio.

4) The proposed design is evaluated through simula-
tions discussing the tradeoff between transmitted
data length and signal distortion. Our results show
the gain provided by our solution, and its ability to
obtain high lossless and lossy compression ratios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II discusses the related work while highlighting the
novelty of our work. Section III describes system model.
Section IV illustrates proposed data decomposition and
knowledge discovery scheme. Section V presents EEG
signal characteristics and proposed EEG transceiver design
with threshold-based compression, as well as stream-based
compression schemes. Section VI provides our simulation
results and discussion, while Section VII concludes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In the era of IoMT and Industry 4.0, the rapid advances
in data volumes, cloud storage, edge computing, and
ubiquitous network connectivity have enabled gathering,
storing, and analysis of large volumes of operational
data that was previously impossible. A key aspect in
achieving the anticipated goals of Industry 4.0 is data
processing. Given the expected volumes of gathered data,
the provision of valuable services is challenging without
adequate information processing and management. This is
also manifested through the leading International Patent
Classification (IPC) analysis, where G06F19/00 category
(i.e., digital computing or data processing equipment or
methods, specially adapted for specific applications) is
ranked fifth in the top 20 technical IPC categories, with
130 patents between January 2006 and December 2015
[7]. Furthermore, reducing the amount of transmitted data
is essential for battery-operated IoMT devices in order to
save transmission energy. Some promising approaches in
this context are: (i) performing local in-network processing
and compression on the gathered data before transmis-
sion, including compressive sensing (CS) [8][9][10], (ii)
leveraging deep learning as a powerful tool for machine
learning and health informatics to generate optimized high-
level features and semantic interpretation from the gathered
data [11].

In CS, sampling is performed by multiplying the orig-
inal signal with a linear embedding matrix, hence, the
high-dimensional data vector is projected into a low-
dimensional subspace. Although, CS has shown great

promise for providing high compression ratio, the con-
struction of CS-based hardware is challenging [12]. In par-
ticular, the signal reconstruction requires in general high
computational cost, which limits the use of CS in strictly
real-time applications [13]. As an example, the Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit (OMP) technique for signal reconstruc-
tion involves heavy matrix computation (see, e.g., [14] for
details). Furthermore, there is a tradeoff between hardware
energy-efficiency and signal recovery accuracy. For in-
stance, if a data-driven optimization method (e.g., NuMax
[15]) is used for improving signal recovery accuracy, more
hardware power consumption is expected. On the contrary,
if non-data-driven random Boolean embedding is applied
for enhancing hardware energy-efficiency, high recovery
accuracy cannot be guaranteed [16].

Relevant to our work are also the compression tech-
niques that have been proposed in the literature specifically
for e-health applications and that are summarized in Table
I. Such techniques differ in computational complexity,
lossy and lossless characteristics, as well as the used wave-
form transformation (e.g., Fourier or wavelet transforms,
vector quantization, or discrete cosine transform). In short,
most of the existing work on compression is applied at the
higher layers, while ignoring lower layers features (e.g.,
characteristics of wireless channels, signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR), and bit/symbol error rate). Also,
consequent computational complexity might turn imple-
menting such schemes on battery-operated devices costly.

On the other hand, designing application-specific
transceivers has recently gained interest. There are some
efforts on enhancing future transceivers architecture to
cope with long-range IoT communication and multi-
standard RF transceivers, while providing high degree
of scalability, flexibility, and reusability [24][25]. For
instance, SRT Marine Systems granted reversible ra-
dio transceiver US patent 9473197 and European patent
EP2951930 for its reversible time domain duplex (RTDD)
transceiver technology. This technology enables a specific
single RF architecture to be used simultaneously for both
receiving and transmitting through electronic reversing of
the RF chain between receive and transmit. This could
be maintained through a complex combination of intel-
ligent selection of intermediate frequencies and ultra-fast
switching. Also, SRT Marine Technology Ltd of Bristol
recently obtained a patent for a radio transceiver which
enables multiple transceivers to share a single antenna in
order to reduce costs and installation effort (GB patent
no. 2460012). In the field of fiber-optic communications,
[26] provides a transceiver for: (a) transmitting combined
data and time code information over a fiber-optic com-
munication means, and (b) receiving combined data and
time code information from the fiber-optic communication
means. In [27], the inventors present a transmitter that
can receive digital audio and program information input
from a plurality of sources and simultaneously broadcast
a plurality of digital audio and program information signals
over a limited range, hence, a user can enjoy listening to



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES FOR E-HEALTH APPLICATIONS

Application Collected Data Description Advantages Limitations
Health monitoring Vital signals, Design an online signal compression Achieve high Large use

using wearable such as algorithm using online codebook compression ratios of memory space
devices [17] respiratory rates, for efficient representation with little

and ECG of data patterns computation
Compression of biometric ECG Develop lossy compression algorithm Computationally Limited to signals

signals [18] using denoising autoencoders for lightweight with a certain degree of
biometric signals compression periodicity

EEG remote EEG signals Neural network-based compression Reduced demand Using neural networks
monitoring [19] algorithms proposed for near-lossless for memory space for prediction requires

EEG signals compression using diverse and network training and adding
neural network and linear predictors bandwidth computational overhead

ECG remote ECG DCT based compression algorithm is Efficient ECG Processing of the DCT
monitoring [20] proposed leveraging DCT comparison compression coefficients is energy

between different ECG peaks prohibitive
EEG Compression EEG Using discrete wavelet transform Compressing EEG Overhead added for

and Seizure (DWT) and dynamic reference lists to channels in one decoding the data at
detection [21] transmit decorrelated subband dimension (1-D), the receivers side

coefficients, while opting Set while also detecting
partitioning in hierarchical trees seizure activities

(SPIHT) as a source coder
Mental disorders EEG Lightweight 1.5-D multi-channel EEG Enhance compression Limited performance
monitoring [22] compression proposed using 1-D DWT ratios with lower compared to 2-D

and 2-D No List SPIHT arranging distortion while SPIHT algorithm in
method exploiting correlations of reducing power the near-lossless

wavelet coefficients consumption compression
Patient remote Electromyography Lossy compression scheme for Leveraging intra- Complexity and

monitoring [23] (EMG) and EEG multidimensional biomedical signals and inter-channel processing delay
is proposed using codebook-excited redundancy in time increase linearly

linear prediction approach and signals and space with number of
modeling as filtered noise considered channels

the digital audio, while enabling portable reception of the
service within a localized setting.

In this context, one of the key components for the
proposed transceiver design is reducing transmitted data
size without adding additional hardware, while retaining
the ability to reconstruct the original data from the received
sequence. Also, equipped with accelerated Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) blocks, most of the current and future
transceivers architecture [28][29] have the opportunity to
leverage such a concept at the physical layer, saving
significant amount of energy consumption and compu-
tational overheads. Our results can also be extended
to have a significant practical impact in many big data
domains, since most video, audio, and medical images are
compressible or sparse in nature, hence, they can benefit
from such compression scheme through leveraging the
acquired data characteristics in the physical layer of the
wireless transceiver. However, new challenges such as the
effect of quantization and modulation have to be tackled at
the physical layer to achieve such adaptive compression.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

This paper proposes an efficient transceiver design that
relies on OFDM technology while obtaining an adaptive
compression method in order to control the size of the
transmitted data. OFDM is a well designed technology
for high-rate wireless communication. However, the per-
formance of such systems is generally limited by the
available transmission energy. Thus, we can save in energy
consumption through compressing the data before trans-

mission, while retrieving the original data at the receiver
side with zero or low distortion depending on the applied
compression ratio and application requirements.

The proposed system architecture, shown in Figure 1,
depicts the end-to-end system from the EEG data ac-
quisition to the M-Health Cloud (MHC). The EEG data
acquisition is performed using an EEG Headset [30]; the
signal is then sampled, quantized, and transmitted to the
MHC through our proposed threshold-based transceiver.
The main modules composing our system are described
below.

EEG 
Acquisition Sampling Threshold-based

Transmitter

M-Health Cloud

Signal 
Reconstruction

Threshold-based
Receiver

Quantization

D
ata C

om
pressed  E

E
G

Data 
Decomposition

Fig. 1. System model under study.

Sampling: Let the original continuous-time electroen-
cephalography (EEG) waveform s(t) have a duration of T
seconds. The waveform is sampled at a constant interval of
Ts seconds to yield Ns discrete-time consecutive samples.
The sampling frequency is then given as Fs = 1

Ts
Hz.

Hence,

sn = s(t) � (t� nTs) = s(nTs), (1)



TABLE II
SUMMARY OF USED NOTATIONS.

Notation Definition
T EEG waveform duration
Ns Number of samples

Fs = Ns/T Hz Sampling Frequency
Ts Inter-sample duration
L Number of bits per sample
M Number of symbols per sample

K = L/M Number of bits per symbol

for n 2 {0, 1, · · · , Ns � 1}, where �(·) is the Dirac delta
function. Our adopted notations are reported in Table II.

Quantization: The continuous amplitude of each sam-
pled signal is quantized using an L-bit analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) to one of 2L levels, yielding the quantized
signal x̃n at time index n. Each signal x̃n holds a signed
integer value in the range {�2L�1, · · · , 2L�1

� 1}. We
can express the quantized signal in vector form as

x̃
Ns⇥1

=
⇥
x0 x1 · · · xNs�1

⇤T
. (2)

Data decomposition: The collected EEG quantized
samples are written as a sequence of symbols that depend
on the adopted modulation. Such symbols are then divided
into multiple streams, which are processed using Formal
Concept Analysis in order to discover the correlation
existing between the different streams. The streams that
are found to be independent of each other, are compressed
and transmitted, while others are discarded. Additionally,
each stream is compressed separately, using a compression
threshold that suits its characteristics, thus further increas-
ing the compression ratio.

Threshold-based transceiver: To comply with the
current and future trends, we start from the typical OFDM
transceiver architecture [31] (depicted in Figure 2-(a)),
and add two simple blocks: the Threshold-based Com-
pression (TBC) and the FFT Vector Reconstruction (see
Figure 2). Nevertheless, our solution can be applied to
other transceiver architectures such as the one adopted by
the IEEE802.11ah [24] and the IEEE802.15.4g standards
[29].

In the proposed transceiver architecture, it is assumed
that the available quantized samples are encoded into an
unsigned binary sequence via the L-bit ADC. We first turn
the generated signed-integer samples into non-negative
integers by a simple shift, i.e.,

xn = x̃n + 2L�1. (3)

Then the symbols are forwarded to the modulation and
IFFT modules. Details on the TBC and FFT vector recon-
struction blocks are discussed in the following section.

IV. DATA DECOMPOSITION AND KNOWLEDGE
DISCOVERY

In this section, we leverage the physical layer’s char-
acteristics to decompose quantized EEG samples into
multiple streams of symbols, such that the dependency
between different streams can be reduced, hence, increase
compressibility.

(a)

(b)

QPSK
mapper IFFT Guard Interval

insertion Analog RF

QPSK
demapper FFT Guard Interval

removal Analog RF

Encoded
data

Encoded
data

Symbol 
demapping/Demodulation

Symbol 
mapping/Modulation IFFT

FFT

Encoded 
EEG Data

Threshold-based
Compression

RF
transmission

Wireless
Channel

RF
receiver

FFT vector
reconstruction

Encoded 
EEG Data

Guard Interval 
insertion

Guard Interval 
removal

Fig. 2. Block diagram of (a) the transceiver architecture for
IEEE802.11ah systems [24], (b) the adopted EEG transceiver.

A. Data Decomposition

We first decompose the EEG signal xn into multiple
streams of symbols xm, for m 2 {1, 2, · · · ,M}. Let the
binary encoded sequence of xn be denoted as b 2 F2L ,
with Fp being the Galois Field of order p. Hence, b is a
sequence of L bits on the form

b =

L bitsz }| {"
b(M�1)
K�1 · · · b(M�1)

0| {z }
b(M�1)

· · · b(0)K�1 · · · b
(0)
0| {z }

b(0)

#
(4)

where b(m) is the group of K bits composing the m-
th symbol, with m 2 {1, · · · ,M}, where K and M
depend on the modulation type. More specifically, M is
the number of symbols per sample, which depends, not
only on the modulation order O, but also on the number
of bits per sample L, as follows:

M =
L

log2(O)
=

L

K
. (5)

Then, xn can be rewritten as:

xn =
M�1X

m=0

K�1X

k=0

2mK+kb(m)
k

=
M�1X

m=0

2mKxm, (6)

with

xm =
K�1X

k=0

2kb(m)
k

. (7)

In conclusion, the bit stream block b(m) is simply
the binary representation of xm, which implies xm

2

{0, 1, · · · , 2K � 1}.

B. Knowledge Discovery

Leveraging the symbol streams that we have created, the
compression ratio can be further increased by discovering
the correlation between different streams. In a nutshell,
using Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) for knowledge dis-
covery [32], we select the minimal-representative streams
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Fig. 3. Steps 1 and 2: Transformation of generated streams into a binary
relation, and identification of identified formal concepts (highlighted in
colors).

so as to the number of transmitted data streams without
losing knowledge.

We start by introducing the basic notions used to induce
a binary relation between the generated streams. Let O be
the set of streams (i.e., objects), A the set of symbols’
values (i.e., attributes), and I the binary relation on the
universe U = O ⇥ A that defines which objects have
which attributes. In order to transform our streams into
formal context of (O,A, I), we consider the attributes
av of each symbol s to be all the possible values it
may take, depending on the employed modulation, for
v 2 {0, 1, · · · , 2K � 1}, and av 2 {0, 1}. Thus, the vector
of attributes A for each stream xm is defined as

A(x̃m) =

"
a0 · · · a2K�1| {z }

s1

· · · a0 · · · a2K�1| {z }
sNs

#
, (8)

where A represents the possible values of each symbol.
Our aim is to obtain the dependency between differ-

ent streams through finding the minimal set of formal
concepts1 covering our relation. Herein, we refer to the
implications as the minimal set of rules, by which we can
infer some attributes from others. We can derive formal
concepts from our formal context using the derivation op-
erators or difunctional decomposition2 [33][34]. Once the
formal concepts are derived, implications can be identified,
hence transmitting only the minimal-representative number
of streams. For the sake of clarity, we describe the adopted
procedure by referring to a toy example where a data
length of 20 samples with QPSK modulation is considered.

Step 1: Generation of formal context. Consider the
generated streams of symbols. We consider each stream
as an object with attributes corresponding to its symbols’
values. As an example, Figure 3 illustrates the formal
context of 6 streams with 20 symbols.

Step 2: Identifying formal concepts. The generated
binary relation are then decomposed into a set of concepts,
using the algorithm presented in [33]. However, in order

1(O,A) is a formal concept if A is the set of all attributes shared by
the objects O, and in the same time O is the set of all objects that have
all attributes in A.

2Difunctional decomposition enables obtaining the isolated points of
a binary relation through calculating the Fringe Relation. This fringe
relation is, by definition, a difunctional relation, and all its elements
are isolated points. Thus, the formal concepts can be easily obtained
by finding such isolated points, since if (a, b) is an isolated point, by
definition it is included in one concept only [33].

to well identify the dependency between different streams,
we leverage what we called shadow concept: we consider
not only the attributes for which the relation I is equal to
1, but also the negation of the attributes, i.e., the attributes
values for which the relation is equal to 0. In this case,
both the attributes and the negation of the attributes form
the identified concept.

Step 3: From concepts to implications. Based on the
identified concepts, we derive the implications that can
be used to effectively eliminate the streams that can be
retrieved at the receiver using their implications with other
received streams. For instance, looking at Figure 3, we can
easily identify from the obtained concept that O2 ! O1,
where ! stands for the implications, since O2 = O1 + 2,
for O2, O1 2 [0, · · · , 3].

Step 4: Elimination. For each obtained concept, we
transmit only one stream and eliminate other streams that
belong to the same concept. Then, the retrieval process is
done at the receiver using identified implications.

Proposition 1: Decomposing EEG signal x into multi-
ple streams of symbols xm results in increasing compress-
ibility of the signal.

Proof: See Appendix A.
This proposition proves that leveraging the decomposi-

tion of original data x into multiple streams xm with iden-
tifying the dependency between different streams results
always in lower entropy in each stream than the entropy
of original data, hence, increasing compression ratio. This
corresponds to the reduction in uncertainty of each stream
arising from the decomposition with knowledge discovery
process. This reduced uncertainty is quantified in a lower
entropy and higher compression ratio.

V. THRESHOLD-BASED EEG TRANSCEIVER DESIGN

In what follows, we propose an efficient, low-complexity
and reconfigurable EEG transceiver design. The proposed
transceiver provides an adaptive threshold-based com-
pression taking into account the EEG sparsity feature,
characteristics of the generated traffic, and physical layer
components.

A. EEG Signal Characteristics
We first visualize and analyze the EEG signal in the

time and frequency domains in order to understand its
properties and obtain the best approach of processing and
transmission. A normal continuous EEG signal in the time
domain is shown in Figure 4. Using frequency domain
analysis, we can significantly reduce the amount of data
to be transmitted. This can be done through transforming
the collected EEG data into the frequency domain using
FFT [35], which is a classic frequency analysis method
with complexity O(N logN).

Looking at the generated spectrum shown in Figure 5,
we observe that it is to some extent sparse, or compress-
ible3. Thus, we can efficiently reduce transmission energy

3Here compressible means that the generated spectrum f has a large
number of frequencies whose entries (i.e., Fourier coefficients) have
magnitudes that are small compared to the norm of f (i.e., the energy
of f ).
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consumption for such Fourier sparse signals through trans-
mitting only energetic Fourier coefficients, while retrieving
original signal at the receiver side.
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Fig. 5. An example of class Healthy EEG signal in the frequency
domain.

B. Threshold-based Compression
Motivated by the EEG signal characteristics in the

frequency domain, we update the OFDM transceiver ar-
chitecture at the physical layer to support our compression
scheme. Unlike the state-of-the-art compression techniques
that are applied at the higher layers [10][17], we convey
our compression scheme into the physical layer exploiting
the existing OFDM transceiver’s components in order
to perform efficient compression without adding much
complexity.

As mentioned, given the basic OFDM transceiver archi-
tecture in Figure 2, we have added two blocks in order to
implement our TBC scheme, namely, the TBC and the FFT
Vector Reconstruction. In the TBC block, leveraging the
fact that several Fourier coefficients xf of the EEG signal
x have negligible magnitude (see Figure 6), we consider
as 0s all symbols with magnitude lower than a predefined
threshold � (see Figure 8). The threshold is set according
to the channel characteristics and the maximum distortion
that can be tolerated at the receiver side. Clearly, the higher
the value of �, the larger the compression ratio and the

resulting distortion. Then, whenever we have a number of
consecutive zeros greater than two, the transmitter does not
send them, but it notifies the receiver about the length of
this sequence and its position in the stream of transferred
data. We remark here that efficient techniques like run-
length encoding [36] can be leveraged to perform such
task.

At the receiver side, the FFT vector reconstruction block
is responsible for adding zeros in the received vector at the
positions of the ignored symbols before forwarding it to
the FFT block. The latter will then demodulate the received
symbols and reconstruct the EEG signal.
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Fig. 6. Generated symbols after IFFT while considering 16-QAM
modulation.

C. Error Correction
In order to quantify the achieved compression gain

compared to the consequent signal distortion due to our
compression scheme, we define the compression ratio as

Cr =

✓
1�

�

µ

◆
⇥ 100 (9)

where � is the number of data symbols to be transmitted,
and µ is the number of the generated data symbols after
modulation. While the signal distortion is quantified using
Percent Root mean square Difference (PRD), which is
given by

PRD =

vuut
P

N

i=1 [x(i)� xr(i)]
2

P
N

i=1 [x(i)� x̄]2
⇥ 100, (10)

where x̄ is the average value of the original quantized
signal, and xr is the reconstructed one.

Interestingly, using our EEG compression transceiver we
can easily define some of the wrong reconstructed samples
at the receiver side. As shown in Figure 7, some of the
wrong samples have very large amplitude compared to
the correct samples. This advantage can be used as an
Error Correction (EC) scheme in order to decrease Sample
Error Rate (SER) and signal distortion at the receiver
through: (i) identifying received samples with relatively
large amplitude (samples with error), (ii) retransmitting the
reconstructed samples with error.
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Despite the achieved compression ratio using TBC, we
found that it is of prominent importance to further analyze
the effect of symbol mapping and modulation on EEG
signal characteristics in order to enhance the compression
ratio. As noted from Figure 5 and Figure 6, the EEG
signal characteristics after modulation and IFFT modules
have been changed and turned to be less compressible.
This is mainly due to the effect of symbol mapping
and modulation, since representing each data sample with
multiple symbols turns the generated symbols after IFFT
to be less compressible, i.e., most of the generated symbols
after IFFT will have large magnitudes, thus, cannot be
neglected. We will tackle this challenge in the next two
sub-sections.

D. Higher-order Modulation

To tackle the problem of symbol mapping effect on
EEG sparsity and increase compression efficiency of our
transceiver, we study the characteristics of generated sym-
bols after Fourier transform with and without symbol
mapping and modulation (see Figure 6 and Figure 5). We
find that exploiting higher-order modulation can help in
increasing compression ratio of our transceiver through
representing each EEG sample in one symbol, which
relieves the effect of symbols mapping. However, as shown
in Figure 8-(a), magnitudes of the generated symbols
after IFFT |xf | are still less compressible compared to
the original case without modulation, i.e., in Figure 5
(even after considering the higher-order modulation). As
a result, when applying our threshold-based compression,
some of the important symbols may be also neglected. To
avoid this, we apply Symbols Masking before compression.
This masking is based on our prior knowledge about the
EEG characteristics in the frequency domain. We define a
window size W which is the percentage of compressible
symbols relative to the total number of symbols. Using this
masking, we define the less important symbols of xf to be
passed by the TBC scheme, while isolating more important
symbols from compression (see Figure 8-(b)). Using such
masking with higher-order modulation can significantly
mitigate the effect of symbols mapping and modulation on
EEG characteristics. By doing so, we could obtain higher

compression ratio compared to initial TBC scheme with
lower order modulation, as will be shown in simulation
results.
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Fig. 8. Generated symbols after IFFT while considering 256-QAM
modulation, (a) before compression, (b) after compression.

E. Steam-based Compression
Due to the quality of wireless channel, hardware design,

or standards limitations, leveraging higher-order modu-
lation may not be recommended in all cases. Thus, in
order to make our transceiver adaptive for different chan-
nel conditions and modulation schemes, we propose a
Stream-Based Compression (SBC) scheme. Leveraging the
generated symbol streams in Section IV, the compression
ratio can be further increased as follows. The independent
streams of symbols are forwarded to the modulation and
IFFT blocks, thus at TBC block, we can deal with each
stream separately using different values of the � threshold.
This, as also shown in the simulation results section, yields
a greater overall compression ratio.

For instance, using QPSK modulation and L = 12 bits,
we will generate 6 streams of symbols. The symbols in
each stream will have different values before modulation
(see Figure 9) and after IFFT (see Figure 10). Thus, we
can set per-stream thresholds so that each stream will be
compressed as much as possible while still meeting the
requirement on the maximum allowed distortion.
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Fig. 9. Generated symbols’ streams before modulation.

We remark that discovering the dependency between dif-
ferent streams and selecting only the independent streams
is performed before IFFT (i.e., it pertains to the higher-
layers of the transceiver architecture, while only the
threshold-based compression is done after IFFT, i.e., in
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Fig. 10. Generated symbols’ streams after IFFT while considering QPSK
modulation.

the physical layers of the transceiver. Thus, to summarize,
the main steps of our SBC scheme are as follows (see
Figure 11):

• Higher-layers steps, which include stream creation,
knowledge discovery, and defining the threshold �,
for individual streams.

• Physical-layer step, which includes TBC.
While at the receiver side, the inverse process is adopted
through: (i) using FFT vector reconstruction, which is
responsible for adding zeros in the received vector at the
positions of the compressed symbols before forwarding it
to the FFT, (ii) leveraging obtained dependency between
different streams to retrieve discarded streams from trans-
mission.

EEG Signal

Data 
acquisition Sampling Quantization

Data 
Decomposition

Knowledge 
Discovery

Defining
Thresholds 

Threshold-based 
Compression (TBC)

Higher 
layers 

Physical 
layers 

Fig. 11. The main steps of the proposed SBC scheme.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to derive our simulation results, we imple-
ment the system model shown in Figure 1 and use the
EEG dataset in [30]. Also, to quantify the performance
gain provided by our solution, we investigate both the
compression ratio and the consequent signal distortion,
while considering high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the
wireless channel. The simulation parameters we used are
reported in Table III.

First, we assess the performance of the proposed TBC
transceiver in Section V without performing the signal
decomposition into different symbol streams. Figure 12

TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter T Ns Ts L M

Value 23.6 sec 4096 0.0058 12 bits 2 {2, 3, 4, 6}

shows the performance gain of the transceiver when the
16-QAM modulation (i.e., M = 3 symbols per sample) is
used. Herein, we gradually increase the compression ratio
Cr by increasing the threshold �; furthermore, both the
cases with and without our Error Correction (EC) scheme
are considered. As expected, with increasing �, the Sample
Error Rate (SER) and signal distortion (PRD) increase as
well (see Figure 12). However, when EC is applied, SER
and PRD reduce significantly thanks to the retransmission
of the erroneous samples. On the contrary, the actual or
effective Cr decreases due to the higher retransmission
overhead. Importantly, these results show that, using the
well-known OFDM transceiver architecture with slight
modifications, we can obtain about 25% compression ratio
while keeping SER and distortion below 10%, which is
acceptable by many applications.
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Fig. 12. Effect of varying Cr on signal distortion and SER when the
TBC scheme and 16-QAM modulation are used.

Figure 13 highlights the increase in Cr that we can
obtain by leveraging higher-order modulation and sym-
bols masking. We can now achieve about 60% Cr while
keeping distortion around 10%. Also, with larger window
size W , the compression ratio grows at the expense of an
increased signal distortion. We remark that, depending on
the quality of the wireless channel, the modulation order
can be increased (i.e., enabling high-order modulations for
low channel errors), hence the compression ratio, while
still meeting the application requirements.

Next, we assess the performance of the proposed SBC
scheme in Section IV, i.e., we also account for the
benefits brought by the decomposition of the signal into
streams of symbols and their processing. Interestingly,
our SBC transceiver can support both lossless and lossy
compression. As depicted in Figure 14, we can achieve
about 45% compression ratio at 0% SER and distortion,
or about 55% compression ratio at less than 10% SER
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and distortion. Herein, we used the QPSK modulation with
two compression thresholds �1 and �2, where �2 is fixed to
0.011 while �1 varies. In particular, �2 was used for stream
3, since its values have high variability before modulation
and low amplitude after IFFT (see Figure 9 and Figure 10),
while �1 was adopted for the other streams. Interestingly,
such results show that, thanks to the signal decomposition
into streams, we can significantly increase the compression
ratio while applying low-order modulation schemes.
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Fig. 14. Effect of varying threshold �1 on the compression ratio, signal
distortion, and sample error rate, when the QPSK modulation is used.

The transceiver performance further improves if the
SBC-KD scheme is used. Indeed, by applying knowledge
discovery and transmitting only the minimal-representation
streams, we can considerably resude the amount of trans-
ferred data while still accurately reconstructing the signal
at the receiver side. The results in Figure 15 demonstrate
that in this case we can obtain, roughly, 50% compression
ratio at 0% SER and distortion, or 67% compression ratio
with less than 20% distortion.

Finally, in Figure 16 we compare the performance of
the proposed SBC-KD scheme with the DWT technique.
Wavelet-based compression techniques consist of transmit-
ting the most significant wavelet coefficients. The strategy
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Fig. 15. Effect of knowledge discovery on enhancing compression ratio
and signal distortion for QPSK modulation.

adopted to select such coefficients is the main distinguish-
ing factor of the algorithms proposed in the literature [17].
Comparing to DWT-Level thresholding [37], we obtain
13% reduction in the PRD for compression ratios up
to 50%, while achieving 5% reduction in the PRD for
higher values, namely, up to 80%, of the compression
ratio. Furthermore, we can use the proposed scheme for
lossless compression for compression ratios up to 50%,
which shows significant gains over DWT in applications
requiring zero distortion and high quality analysis of the
vital signs.
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Fig. 16. Distortion variation for different values of compression ratio,
for the proposed SBC-KD technique and the DWT-level thresholding
scheme.

This achieved increase in compression ratio also reflects
on the transmission energy consumption (see Table IV4).
Thus, a significant amount of energy consumption can be
saved using the proposed compression scheme. Also, as
energy consumption decreases with increasing compres-
sion ratio and distortion, our scheme can be adapted to
maintain the best tradeoff between energy consumption

4In Table IV, we leverage the energy consumption model presented in
[38].



and signal distortion, based on application requirements
and energy availability.

TABLE IV
TRANSMISSION ENERGY CONSUMPTION VS. COMPRESSION RATIO

Transmission Energy (mJ) Cr %
163.84 0
147.46 10
114.69 30
65.54 60
49.15 70
24.58 85

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel transceiver design based on
symbol-streams compression: the generated symbols are
grouped into streams, and only streams that are inde-
pendent of each other are compressed and transmitted.
Additionally, streams are compressed separately, thus the
compression thresholds can be tailored to each stream
so that the compression ratio is increased while yielding
low distortion. In this context, we focused on the case of
the EEG signal and showed how the Fourier coefficients
representing such signal can be effectively compressed
while accounting for the wireless channel characteristics
and the application requirements in terms of signal dis-
tortion. Notably, the proposed transceiver is compatible
with the current 4G standard and the evolving requirements
of next-generation networks since it relies on the OFDM
technology with two simple added modules.

Our simulation results highlight the benefits of our
solution in terms of overall compression ratio and signal
distortion, with the remarkable result of 50% compression
ratio at zero distortion and sample error rate.
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APPENDIX

A. Proof of Proposition 1

We first obtain the best possible lossless compression
based on the measurement of the information contained
in our data streams through leveraging Shannon’s entropy
[39]. Let us represent the possible values of each stream
by a discrete random variable xm, where xm is a discrete
random variable taking values in {0, 1, · · · , n} with the

ith value occurs with probability pi. The entropy H(xm)
of a stream xm is defined as

H(xm) = �

nX

i=1

pi log2 pi. (11)

While the maximum entropy Hmax = log2(n). The
reduction in the average uncertainty (information) of xm

relative to the maximum entropy Hmax represents the
boundaries of the performance of the strongest lossless
compression possible for each stream. Hence, we define
the maximum possible compression ratio of a stream xm

for lossless compression as:

m = 1�
H(xm)

Hmax

. (12)

Thus, the overall compression ratio for all streams is
defined as

s =

P
M

m=1(
m)

M
. (13)

Since we decompose x into a linear sum of M streams,
we will have

x =
MX

m=1

amxm, (14)

where am = 2mK . With such a decomposition, the entropy
H(x) of the original data without decomposition is defined
as

H(x) = H(
MX

m=1

amxm), (15)

where

H(x) � max {H(xm)} , 8m 2 {1, 2, · · · ,M} (16)

with equality holds when xm’s have uniform distribution,
leveraging the well-known entropy power inequality [39],

H(Z) � max {H(X), H(Y )} , (17)

for X , Y are two independent random variables, and their
sum is Z = X+Y . From (16), and using appropriate ma-
nipulations, we can write the relationship of compression
ratio as

1�
H(x)

Hmax



P
M

m=1

⇣
1� H(xm)

Hmax

⌘

M
. (18)

Now, from (12), (13), and (18), it can be easily noticed
that t

 s, where s and t are the maximum loss-
less compression ratio with and without decomposition,
respectively.
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